Care Instructions
for your Tartan Terrors products

For dogs who love muddy puddles resulting in mud on your Tartan Terror products,
let the mud dry completely and then brush then off. However, if the stain is more
offending (my borders love fox poo!) then you probably want to remove the stain
and smell.

If there is a small stain on your item, the affected area can be spot cleaned using a
baby wipe. For more extensive stains that require the product to be washed fully,
here is what you need to do, (here comes the science bit):

Harris Tweed and wool Tartans – Hand Wash
You need a wool detergent diluted to their instructions in a basin of tepid water.
For any stains just give them a gentle rub in the detergent, taking care to avoid the buckle and
other hardware and leave to soak for a minute or so.
Agitate a bit in the water, then rinse well in cold water and hang up to drip dry or lay flat to dry.
You also need to be careful with your metal buckles.

Other Fabrics – Machine Wash
For other fabrics such as polycotton and fleece, these can be done in your washing machine
with your regular washing detergent, on a cool cycle then hang to dry.
If putting our collars with metal buckles into your machine, we suggest you put them in something
like a sock to prevent scratching/damage to the buckle or other hardware on the collar and also
to prevent damage to your machine.

Our collars and other items are hardwearing and with the right care and attention
should last many years.

If you have any doubts or questions, please don’t hesitate to contact us through our
website or email pawwaves@tartanterrors.co.uk, we will be more than happy to
answer your queries.

